Identification of novel loci and new risk variant in known loci for colorectal cancer risk in East Asians.
Risk variants identified so far for colorectal cancer (CRC) explain only a small proportion of familial risk of this cancer, particularly in Asians. We performed a genome-wide association study (GWAS) of CRC in East Asians including 23,572 CRC cases and 48,700 controls. To identify novel risk loci, we selected sixty promising risk variants for replication using data from 58,131 CRC cases and 67,347 controls of European descent. To identify additional risk variants in known CRC loci, we performed conditional analyses in East Asians. An indel variant, rs67052019 at 1p13.3, was found to be associated with CRC risk at P=3.9 x 10-8 in Asians (OR per allele deletion=1.13, 95%CI=1.08-1.18). This association was replicated in European descendants using a variant (rs2938616) in complete linkage disequilibrium with rs67052019 (P=7.7 x 10-3). Of the remaining 59 variants, 12 showed an association at P<0.05 in the European-ancestry study, including rs11108175 and rs9634162 at P<5×10-8 and two variants with an association near the genome-wide significance level (rs60911071, P=5.8×10-8; rs62558833, P=7.5×10-8) in the combined analyses of Asian- and European-ancestry data. In addition, using data from East Asians, we identified 13 new risk variants at 11 loci reported from previous GWAS. In this large GWAS, we identified three novel risk loci and two highly suggestive loci for CRC risk and provided evidence for potential roles of multiple genes and pathways in the etiology of CRC. Our study provides novel data to improve the understanding of the genetic basis for CRC risk.